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Study Design and Scope

• A proof-of concept study in a mouse model of MSA


• The drug candidate CLR01 was administered directly into 
the brain


• Three groups of mice were tested, receiving a low dose, a 
high dose or placebo


• The mice were treated for one month at an age in which 
they don’t show motor problems yet but start to show 
anxiety, which can be measured and quantified 



Key Findings
• The mice receiving the drug showed less anxiety. Those 

receiving the high dose behaved similarly to normal mice


• There was a significant reduction in several toxic forms 
of the protein alpha-synuclein, which is believed to be 
the main cause of brain cell death in MSA


• The improvement in the behavior and the reduction in 
toxic alpha-synuclein were dose-dependent. This is 
important because sometimes high doses of drugs can 
have adverse effects that negate their therapeutic effect. 
This did not happen in this study. Even though the drug 
was administered directly into the brain, the researchers 
did not observe adverse effects


• The reduction in the toxic forms of alpha-synuclein 
correlated with the improvement in the anxiety behavior, 
suggesting that alpha-synuclein indeed was the cause of 
these symptoms
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Future Directions
• The next steps include testing CLR01 administered by 

injection


• In future studies the drug will be administered for longer 
periods and its effect will be tested on multiple 
behavioral, motor, and cognitive deficits


• In parallel, the scientists are attempting to get improved 
derivatives or formulations that will be administered orally


• Successful completion of these steps will pave the way to 
new clinical trials



Thanks!
The scientists are grateful to                          for:


• A grant in 2015 that allowed initiating the study


• A follow-up grant in 2016 that allowed completing the 
study


• A travel award in 2018 to Danielle Bouquio, a graduate 
student in the Bitan group that allowed her to present the 
results at the Annual Meeting of the Society for 
Neuroscience


